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Photon  Dosimetry 

Introduction 

The experiment is performed in the reactor, one on the experimental bridge. You will determine the dose 

build-up factor for 0.411 MeV γ-rays in water. 

 

Build-Up Factors 

For any real situation the radiation field produced by photons emanating from a source consists of two 

components.  The direct component results from those photons which have propagated without 

interaction from the source to the field point.  A second contribution, the scattered component, arises 

primarily from Compton scattering in which photons are re-directed to the field point.  The resulting 

dose and exposure associated with the radiation field satisfy 

 D =  D  +  Dd s  (1) 

 X =  X  +  Xd s  (2) 

where the subscripts refer to direct and scattered respectively.  The build-up factor is defined as the ratio 

of the total to direct terms in (1) and (2).  Through historical circumstances the build-up factor 

associated with dose is referred to as the energy absorption build-up factor while that associated with 

exposure is referred to as the dose build-up factor. 

 These are given by 

 en s dB ( r) =  1 +  D / Dμ  (3) 

 B( r) =  1 +  X / Xs dμ  (4) 

In the above equations the quantities due to scattering are given by 
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In equations (5) and (6) μen(E)/ρ is the mass energy absorption co-efficient for photons of energy E.  For 

dose the mass energy absorption co-efficient for the medium of interest is used.  The scattered fluence 

spectrum, φs(E) is characteristic of the medium. 
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For a unit point source of monoenergetic photons in an infinite medium with linear attenuation co-

efficient μ, the dose at a distance r is given by  
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where, μen is energy absorption coefficient. The quantity K(r) is often referred to as the dose point 

kernel.  Any source distribution with volumetric source density )'(rY  can be thought of as composed of 

an infinite array of point sources, and the dose at a point r  may then be written 

 ')'()'()( 3rdrYrrKrD  −=  (8) 

Equation (8) states that the dose is an integral transform (convolution) of the source density 

characterized by the kernel )'( rrK − . 

Conservation of energy requires 

 E = K(r)drr4 0ρπ 2  (9) 

giving 

   B(x)e dx =  -x

en

μ
μ

 (10) 

where x = μr. 

 

Experimental Procedures 

The rig containing a Si diode detector and the movable 198Au source is attached to the experimental 

bridge. Relative source position is indicated by graduations inscribed on the fixed aluminum tube at 

2.54 cm (one inch) spacing.  

 

Turn on the ammeter and adjust the zero if required.  Default values may be used for all parameters.   

Set the source at the closest position. Read the detector output current, taking sufficient readings to 

achieve about 3% accuracy. Record both current and clock time.  

Take a series of measurements extending to 60 cm of source-to-detector distance.  

 

Take one reading with the source completely lowered to use as the background estimate.   
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Take another measurement for the closest three positions after a decay at least 1 hr.  

Convert the measured current at each position into the dose rate with a conversion coefficient provided: 

A default value is 1.30 nA/(kR/h).  

 

Analysis of Data 

 

To obtain the source-to-detector distance from the indicated position add 34 mm.   

The theoretical dose rate can be represented as  

2
)()(

r
erBCrpAK(r)D

r-μμ==   (p: emission probability, A: 198Au activity)                                 (11) 

Using the measured dose rate data, find by numerical integration the quantity   

dxeB(x)  C = (r)dxDr x-2

0


∞                                                                                                                 (12) 

You will have to perform the integration using the data out to the largest r measured. Also, for the 

region between 0 and 34 mm, assume 1)( ≈erB r-μμ .  Beyond this point, approximate the integrand by 

an exponential to obtain the remaining contribution.   

The mass attenuation coefficient for water at 0.411 MeV is μ/ρ = 0.105 cm2/g and the mass energy 

absorption coefficient is μen/ρ =0.0328 cm2/g. Using equations (10) and (12) find the normalization 

constant C and hence obtain approximate absolute values of the build-up factor from eq. (11).  

 

Build-up factors have been calculated theoretically by numerical solution of the Boltzmann photon 

transport equation by Berger and are given in the table attached.  Make a graph of the log of the 

theoretical build-up factor against x = μr.   

Represent the theoretical data by a smooth curve through the tabulated points.   

Compare your data with theory by plotting the measured values on the same graph. Discuss. 

 

Estimate the interference effect of 24Na from the decay measurement. 

Calculate the dose rate in Gy/hr to be expected from a 40 GBq gold source at 0.6 m in water.  
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Berger buildup factor 

 

rx axe= B(x) bx μ=+ ,1  

 

 


